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TRICE

5 CENTS

THREEriFINANCIAL BILLS.

ernment, and for the redemption of Uni- $10 may be issued on them as now
ted States legal tender and treasury notes
The extreme free coinage element, that
The Latest Remedies For Our Finan- issued under the act of July 14, 1890.
The bonds are to be of denominations of is to say, the senators from the
cial Ills.
$20 and $00 and múltiples, and will be
States, are not satisfied with
free from taxes.
the section of the Jones' bill, which proIt Ih not Mkely tlmt Kitlior One Will Get They must be paid for in gold, or the vides for the purchase of silver bullion
ThrotiKh CongrcftH at tills SiwhIoii.
secretary may accept United States at market rates, and the retention of the
notes and treasury notes under the act of difference between the market rate and
Two bills purporting to give relief to 1890.
the coin value by the government.
the treasury, have been introduced in
The free coinage republicans in the
National banks may issue circulating
the senate, one by Smith of New Jersey notes to the amount of bonds deposited senate declare that they will not permit
and the other by Jones of Arkansas. with the secretary of the treasury, ami the passage of any bill unless free coinThe Smith proposition is the simpler. the tax on such circulation is reduced to age is provided for.
of per cent.
It provides merely for a nonpartisan
Representative Sjiringer introduced a
currency commission, and authorizes an
Section 3 provides that no national bill in the house on the lines of the presissue of $000,000,000 of three per cent, bank shall retire its circulation without ident's message, but it wduUI operate to
bonds, redeemable in gold coin, at the written authority from the secretary of fasten an enormous gold debt on the
expiration of 10 years.
country as it contemplates the issue of
the treasury.
The bill provides that the president
Section 4 says national banks desiring gold bonds to take up the outstanding
shall appoint four commissioners from to retire the whole or any part of their treasury note circulation and does not
civil life, no more than two of whom circulating notes are required to deposit provide for silver. The bill is as follows:
shall be members of the same political gold coin equal to the amount of the
"licit enacted by the senate and the
party. The president of the senate shall notes to be retired, and at all times to bouse of representatives of the United
appoint four senators, no more than two keep, on deposit with the treasury of the States of America, in congress assembled, that in order to enable the secof whom shall be members of the same United States, in coin, a sum equal to 5
retary of the treasury to procure and
party. The speaker of the house is to per cent, of their outstanding circulation maintain a sufficient gold reserve and to
designate four members under the same notes, to be used for the redemption of redeem and retire United States legal
tender treasury notes, and treasury
conditions. The members chosen are such notes.
notes issued under the act of July 14,
to be members of the
h
conSections I? and 7 provide for the dis 1899, entitled 'an act directing the' pur
gress. These are to be known as the
placement of all national bank and chase of silver bullion and the issue of
treasury notes thereon, and for other
"Monetary Committee."
United States treasury notes of denomiIt is made the duty of the commission nations of less than $10, with silver cer- purposes.' He is hereby authorized to
issue and sell at not less than par in
to take inlo consideration and to invesgold, except as provided in section 2 of
tificates.
tigate thoroughly all the various questhis act, United States registered or
The secretary of the treasury is direct- coupon bonds, in denominations of $20
tions relating to currency, so far as may
to redeem and cancel and not reissue and $50 and multiples of said sums
be necessary to the establishment of a ed
payable SO years after in gold
United States and treasury notes
the
judicious system of currency on a permade as fast as the aggregate coin of the United States, of the present
whenever
manent basis.
weight and fineness, and bearing interest
of United States legal tender at the rate not exceeding 3 per cent, per
The commission is empowered to visit circulation
in like coin:
different portions of the country ami notes, treasury notes, silver certificates annum, payable quarterlyinterest
thereon
notes shall be in ex- and such bonds and the
bank
and
national
make to congress a final report of the reof the aggregate amounts of these shall have like qualities, privileges and
cess
sults of its investigations, together with
exemptions as the bond issue under the
forms of paper money in circulation at act approved July 14, 1870 entitled 'An
such recommendations as it may deem
of the passage of the act.
act to authorize" the refunding of the
to be to the best interests of the United the date
national debt.' Such bonds may be sold
diis
of
The
treasury
the
secretary
States, not later than the second Monday
and delivered in the United States or
rected to receive at any United States elsewhere, as may be deemed most adin Pceemlier, 1895.
The Jones bill is more ambitious. It mint from any citizen of the United vantageous to the interest of the governgoes into the subject of the currency States silver bullion of fineness and coin ment.
"Section 2, That whenever any other
deeper and is more complicated. The into silver dollars of 412'.j grains each.
legal
tender notes or treasury notes shall
beJones bill, loo, authorizes an issue of The seigniorage on the bullion is to
lie redeemed in gold, they sh'all be canis
lie
to
ami
long
United
States
to
the
and the secre$500,000,000 3 per cent, bonds at one end
celled and not
and the free coinage of silver at the the difference between the coinage value tan' of the treasury is hereby authorized
and the price of bullion in London on the in Ids discretion to receive United States
other.
legal tender notes and treasury notes isThese bonds are to be payable in coin day the deposit is made.
sued under the aforesaid act of July 14,
The secretary is required to deliver to 1890, in navnient for any of the bonds is
of the present standard value, and bearthe depositors of such bullion standard sued under the preceding section of
ing interest.
the notes so received shall
50
from
silver dollars equal in amount to the this act, and ami
to
bonds
years
mature
are
The
not
lie cancelled
date and may be redeemed in 20 years. price of the bullion, and whenever these
"Sec. 3. That hereafter national bankThe'proceeds of the bonds are to be used coins shall be received into the treasury ing associations may take out circulatto defray current expenses of the Gov certificates in denominations of less than ing notes in the manner provided" by law,
silver-produci-

one-fourt- h

fifty-fourt-

1

2
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to an amount equal to the par value of
the bonds deposited to secure the same.
l!ut this provision shall not apply to any
bonds now outstanding, bearing interest
at the rate of 2 per cent. only.
"See. 4. That hereafter no national
bank notes of a less denomination than
$10 shall be issued, and as rapidly as
such notes of denominations of less than
$10 shall be received into the treasury,
otherwise than for redemption and retirement, they shall 1e cancelled, and
an equal amount of notes of like character but in the denominations of $10, and
multiples thereof shall be issued in their
places. All silver certificates now outstanding, in denomination more than
$10, shall, when received into the treasury of the United States, be retired and
cancelled and silver certificates in
less than $10 shall be issued
in their stead.
"Sec. 5. That from ami after the 1st
day of July, 18Í15, all duties on imports
shall be paid in gold only, and all taxes,
debts and demands other than duties on
imports, accruing or becoming due to
the United States, shall be paid in gold
and silver coin, "treasury notes, United
States notes, silver certificates or notes
of national banks.
"Sec. (i. That all laws and parts of
laws inconsistent with the provisions of
the preceding sections be, and thev are
hereby repealed, and a sum sufficient to
carry the provisions of this net into etlect,
and the same is hereby appropriated out
of anv money in the treasury not other
wise appropriated."

FEBRUARY 0, 1895.

WHO KILLED HOLMAN?
Tim Theory That I milium Murdered Mm
Not Credited.
The account of the difficulty between
John Duncan and Ben Holman and the
reported killing of Ilolman appeared in
the last Liberal. Since then it lias transpired that Ilolman was killed, but as he
was killed with buckshot before daylight
and the body was not mutilated the
chances are that Indians had nothing to

Work to he Resumed at Carllflle.
Messrs. Child & Long of Montana have
leased and bonded the Jim Crow, Imperial and King mines in the Carlisle dis
trict, the lease and bond to run eighteen
months; consideration $.'0,000, or can
take any one of the three at $10,000.
They are to begin work on all of the
mines within sixty days and are to work
continuously, if they stop work the lease
and bond are void. Mr. Child has
bought from the old Carlisle company

do with the killing, although the fact the celebrated Carlisle mine together
that Ilolman was shot from ambush with the mill, hoist, buildings, and in
would lead some people to suspect that fact everything that the company ow.ns
Indians may have committed the deed. at Carlisle. Of course the purchase of
The day after Holman had his trouble this property indicates they are sure of
with Duncan he left the MeWhirt place being able to work some property in
and went to Shannahan's ranch over that district, and the lease and bond inin the foothills near Turkey creek, dicates what property they think they
in Arizona. The next morning he got will work. The mill has forty stamps
up about five o'clock to go out and feed that can be put to work immediately,
his horse in the corral. After he went while the other machinery is of the
out Shannahan heard a couple of shots, most improved pattern. This sale and
but thought Ilolman had shot at a coyote. lease means a great deal for Carlisle
Not hearing anything more Shannahan camp, and' in fact for the entire western
got up, dressed ami went out to the cor part of the county. The mines under
ral where he found Ilolman, dead. It lease have lieen commonally called silver
appears from the evidence that the shots mines although they all carry considerawere fired through the window opening ble gold, so much, that at the present
of the blacksmith shop, the first shot price of silver it is probable the value of
took off Ilohuan's coat tail, the second gold in the ore will exceed the value of
Head With Interext.
hit him in the mouth ami neck, two of silver. Western Liberal.
A number of copies of that excellent t)ie p),ot
breaking his neck.
weekly, the Silver City Eaoi.k, were disTrain Kohhed at Willcox.
Who fired these shots ia not at this
tributed this morning in the house, and writing known. Naturally the first susWednesday night the west bound paswere read with interest by the states- picion fell on Duncan, but the Liberal is senger train was held up at Willcox.
men. Xew Mexican.
informed that he did not do it, being The train was cut in t wo and Engineer
Zeigler was instructed to pull the mail
S t rl n íí ii fi the Wire.
able to prove a satisfactory alibi.
If Judge McWrath had issued a war- and passenger cars out. When tlfc cars
The work of stringing the telephone
wire between this place and Mogollón rant for Holman's arrest and sent Deputy got out some eight miles they were
was commenced here last Saturday Sheriff McAfee, who was in town that stopped. The stopping excited the sus
morning. It begins to look-athough it day, after him the chances are that Hol- picion of Express Messenger Wallace,
would be but a short timo before Silver man would have been arrested and so and when he saw the brakemau under
City and Mogollón will lie on speaking would not have been at Shannahan's the guard of the robbers he concluded
ranch at the time the shot gun went off, lie had better leave. He gathered up a
terms.
and so would have been alive today, if few valuables, slipped out of the door on
of
to
busi
The value the new line our
ness men cannot be overestimated as it McAfee had not been obliged to kill him the opposite side of the car and started
back for Willcox, arriving there inside
will tend to facilitate business between to get him.
is
to
Ilolman
of
an hour. As usual the express comsaid
have
been
a
quiet
the two places to a very marked degree.
man when sober, but when drunk pany is reticent as to the amount of the
Dead Man in the Dll.li.
wanted to pose as a bad man. There is loss. The train was finally connected
Last Saturday the body of a man was said to be feeling of
a
relief in the valley and got away from Willcox about four
found in the acequia about two miles
over the fact that he will make no more hours late. A jiosse under the command
above town, and was brought to the ofgun plays. He was in town some time of Scott White started out on the trail
fice of Justice Montes, where it was
ago and got full of I km we. He was put of the robbers. Western Lilieral.
viewed by many citizens, none of whom
to bed in the Ownby house and after he
was able to identify ir.
The Ancheta Itlll.
had got to bed shot off his sixshooter a
The body was of a man apparently
cost
It
about $128,000 to run the pub- couple of times, frightening the quiet
about :5 years of age, strongly built and neighbors. He got
of New Mexico in 1894.
schools
lie
out of town the next
well nourished. The clothing w as good,
Ancheta bill, which
morning before the police court was Under the
but in the pockets was nothing giving opened for business.
has just a"sed in the council, the addiLiberal.
Dr.
any clue to the man's identity.
0
tional revenue will amount to from
Cowan made a ost mortem examination
to
of
lodge
$120,000.
Truly,
the spirit
Silver City
A. O. U. W. will
and found that the man's neck had been give a grand bull
and banquet here on educational advancement is abroad
broken. There was a contusion on one the 15th inst.
in
our land.
Now,
due
with
side of the face, but whether the blow
given
consideration
country
the
ijuite a number of Silver City people districts, if we can have anything akin
that caused that broke the man's neck
or not could not be judged with certain- are expecting to attend the installation to clean and honest management of our
city schools, New Mexico will have
ty. As near as could be guessed, the ceremonies and ball at (eorgetown next smooth sailing henceforth so
far as conFriday
evening.
Elaborate
preparations
stranger was an Italian. Independent
cerns the cause of popular education.
Democrat.
have been made lor the occasion.
New Mexican.
j

$!)0,-00-
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ITEMS OF INTEREST.
Newsy Notes of Happenings
Local.
A

Purely

Grist of Rpiiilnblo I'Hrnernplift Which
Should Not hi' Overlooked
liy Our Ki'ixIith.

FEBRUARY

The Silver Social club will cele
brate Washington's birthday by giving a
ball in the afternoon for the little ones
and another in the evening for the older
folks.
A bit; time is anticipated.
The attendance at the normal school
is steadily i increasing, and the lower
floor of the new building will be finished
none too soon to accommodate the large
number of pupils now in attendance.
Freight receipts at this point were
lighter last month than they have been
for many months past. This is probably
hie to the fact that the merchants had
stocked up pretty heavily before the hol

,

1895.

3

Grunt County Is In the Same Fix.
The Optic doubts the propriety of the
law which the legislature Ink passed
over the governor's veto, postponing the
collection of taxes for another six
months. It may be true that the terri
torial treasury is full of money, in which
case some debts might be paid ; but such
is not the case with many county trea
suries. In this county, money is now
needed for the schools and for county
current expenses. I low matters can get
along for six months more, no taxes
being paid in the meantime, is dillicult
to tell. Optic.

The city council had a nice ting last
Saturday afternoon.
The Ne Mexican is authority for the
statement that, the resignation of Judge
Fall was accepted on the 12th of last
month.
idays.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Cosgrove enterNearly all of the snow which fell durSeveral of the pupils of the normal tained a number of their firiends last
ing the early part of last week has
school went up to the new building last Saturday evening. Progressive whist
Saturday aflerooon to see how the new engaged the attention of the guests until
II. E. Muse is now the day guard at
quarters would suit them. While there nearly midnight when refreshments were
the county jail, having taken the place
they tested the floor for dancing pur served. Reese Ilerndon was the lucky
of K. S. Knight.
poses.
gentleman and received as a prize a
The people of Lordsburg have petiReports from the northern part of miniature fish while Mrs. Hudson cartioned the legislature against the divisof the territory are to the effect that the ried away a handsome butterlly pin
ion of Grant county.
weather there last week was the coldest which was given as a prize to the most
II. 15. Hamilton took the oath of ollice of the season. The snow is considerablv proficient lady player. A most enjoyas judge of the liftli judicial district last deeper than usual all over northern New able time was had by all present.
Thursday at Santa Fe.
Mexico.
The members of Helen Uebekah lodge
I'rof. Selby of the normal school was
Fruit growers on the Mimbres are gave u social at the Thinner house last
ordained as a deacon in the Episcopal looking forward to a bit? crop of fruit Friday evening and there was a large
church last Sunday morning by Rishop this year, and everything looks favorable number of persons present. It was inKendrick.
enough for it now. It rarely happens tended to have a few dances in the dinLast Saturday was groundhog day and that the fruit crop is a failure two vears ing room of the hotel but the numlcr of
if the groundhog came out to look for his in succession.
people present was so much greater than
shadow, he had no difficulty in seeing it
Interest in the county division matter was expected that the dining room was
in Southern New Mexico.
flagged considerably here after the re found to be entirely too small to accomThe snow fall on the middle and lower ception by Mayor Fleming of the tele modate the dancers and so they went to
(lila was considerably less than it was gram announcing that the house had re- Morrill hall. Dancing was kept up un
here last week. About two inches of solved not to take up any more county til between 2 and Ü o'clock in the morn
ing. Refreshments were served about
s
snow fell on the middle Gila.
division bills except, by a
midnight. For those who did not dance
I attle huyera are going to le thick in vote.
this part of New Mexico during the
The old postolliee outfit which was there were amusements at the Thinner
early part of this season and the ranges used by postmaster Lucas and which house.
will he very materially lightened.
was sold a short time ago under a chattel
The normal school building was photo mortgage, has been taken out of the pographed last Wednesday by I'hoto sition which it occupied for so long a
granher Miller.
The professors and time in the Silver City National bank
pupils were grouped in front of the building.
The fame of this section of the country
building.
is spreading abroad as a paradise for
The Confidence mill is again in opera
tion alter the breakdown. The output hunters. Last week a fine outfit from
of bullion of the Mogollón district this Denver started out from this place. The
year will be considerably larger than party came prepared for cold weather
and got here about the time the temperever liefore.
.
ature was the lowest.
Several of the men who are suspected
There was a meeting of the Normal
of having had a hand in the robbery of
school
lilerury society last Saturday
the Southern 1'acillc train near Wilcox
The society has been doing
evening.
in
last week are well known
the western
good work since its organization soon
part of this county.
after the opening of the normal school
A few warm days will start the grass
last fall. Quite a number of visitors are
in the hills where the sun strikes fair,
usually present at the sessions of the
The ground is in good condition now and
society which are held twice a month.
a few rains during the next two months
The advance of half a cent an ounce in
feed
for
will insure early
stock.
the the price of silver last week caused
There were twenty prisoners brought considerable speculation as to its luture C. H. FARGO A CO. mrns.
MARKET ST CHICAGO
The
up from Pcming and lodged in the coun- course among mining men here.
fact that silver had touched (0 again For Sale by
ty jail last month, nearly every one of temporarily encouraged some of the sil
whom was a tramp and committed for a ver miners to hope that, there would he
a substantial advance in the near future.
few days for some petty offense.
two-third-

Fargo's $2.50

...Shoes...
0

C.C. Shoemaker,
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S. S. Brannin came in on Monday
C. Meader, one of the old residents
of the Mogollona, was in the city last from the Sapello.
week.
A. J. Clark was here yesterday in atMention of People You Do and Do
at the meeting of the board of
tendance
The Eaoi.e a year and the World Al
Not Know.
manac for $2. Send in your
county commissioners.
Subscribers to The Eagle can get the
Almanac free by paying a year's
World
from
Allen
in
was
John
his
last
ranch
e
Other Interesting Mutter Which Cun
Read the adKerttl With Froflt Ily All Our
week. He returned to the Burros last subscription in advance.
vertisement on another page.
Townspeople.

J.

PERSONAL PALAVER.

Thursday.

Ross Thomas was in the city this week.
Robert Buhver was in the city last
week.
New goods just received at Robinson's.
Dr. Williams was at Santa Fe last
week.

If yon want a Parlor stove go to Rob
inson's.
Miss Annie Ashenfelter was here on a
visit last week.
Fresh candies every day at Martin
Malier's.
O. J. Cornell was here from Fort Bayard last Monday.
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
Komnson s.
0. P. Culbertson was in from the
Mangas last week.
Best Kansas patent flour for sale at
Martin Maher's.
Mrs. T. F. Farmsworth was here from
Hudson this week.
J. M. Mattocks was here from Georgetown last Monday.
Cyril Byrne was here last week from
the lower Mimbres.
Mrs. J. N. Upton was in from the
Mimbres last week.
W. Lee Thompson was over from the
Mimbres last week.
Max Schutz made a flying visit to
Deming last Friday.
II. J. Hutchinson was in the city from
Central last Monday.
Don't read your neighbor's paper but
subscrilte for The Eaoi.e.
W. H. Durkee was over from Lone
Mountain last Saturday.
Mike Downs was renewing his city acquaintanceship last week.
Fine line of Pocket and Table Cutlery
at St. George Robinson's.
fío to the Broadway Hotel for meals.
20
It is the best place in the city.
Alexander McGregor ami wife were
over from Georgetown last week.
Wes Welty went to Las Cruces last
Sunday morning to do jury duty.
Miss Emma Marble is here from Lords- burg attending the normal schx)l.

Bring your job work to The Eaoi,e office. It will be done neatly, promptly and
at reasonable rates.
Richard Hudson went to Santa Fe last
Wednesday morning to look after the
interests of the third house.
Mrs. J. Black has reopened the Broadway Hotel dining room where the test
20
meals in the city can be had.
Frank Jones went to San Francisco
last week to take a Chinaman there on
his way to the Flowery Kingdom.
Send in your subscription to The
Eaoi.b and get the World Almanac free.
See our olfer on another page.
Capt. French went to Santa Fe last
Wednesday. He is interested in getting
a portion of Socorro county annexed to
Grant.
We can give you inside prices on all
publications. Call and leave your subscriptions. Nolans, opposite postollice.
C. C. Shoemaker and family went to
Las Cruces last Sunday morning.
Mr.
Shoemaker was drawn on the United
States jury.
The celebrated Wilson Heaters, the
most economical Heating Stove manufactured, can be found only at Neft's.
Call and see them.
Bishop Kendrick of the Episcopal
church, arrived in the city last week.
He remained here the guest of Prof.
Selby several days.
Library Lamps, Banquet Lamps and a
large variety of Plain and Ornamental
Lumps, at lower prices than can be
found elsewhere, at Neff's.
Collector Laird came down from Santa
Fe last Sunday afternoon and returned
yesterday. He is keeping pretty close
watch of the county division scheme.
For Kale Knni'li.

acres, patented and on
record.óO acres tillable, 20 under cultivation, well water, houses and corral and
Good govall but ft acres under fence.
ernment land on three sides. Price
1(100.
Inquire at Eaoi.e oflice.
Ranch

The

of 80

was here yesterday on
to Gold Hill.
Georgetown
way
from
his
He will return in a few days and commence work at Copper flat taking out
ore for the Ivanhoe smelter.
I have the exclusive sale of George
Kindel's Comforters, equal to Down ane
at one half the cost. Size six by seven
feet. Trice reduced to $3 each for a

J. H. Bragaw

O.C.Hinman.
short time only.
The oflleial report of an award to the
Silver City schools by the World's fair
board has been made public, together
with the other awards made to New
Mexico.

The Rev. George Selby, principal of
the normal school, will probbaly preach,
at the church of the Good Shepherd, on
the last Sunday of this month. Next
Sunday the rector will preach, as usual.
All are cordially invited.
Aaron Schutz has commenced the removal of fixtures from the store which
he now occupies to the Bank Building
Bazaar which he will fit up as rapidly as
possible. The new store will be ready
for occupation before the end of this
month.
Contractor Murphy thinks that a
daily mail service will be commenced
between this place and Mogollón about
the first of April. The recommendation
has been made and it is only a quetion
of time as to when the daily service will
be commenced.' This is one of the most
important star routes in the territory
just now.
The smelter of the New Mexico and
Arizona Smelting company at Ivanhoe
was blown in last Thursday and since
that time between 00 and 70 tons of copper ore have been treated daily. Everything is working satisfactorily and it is
expected that a large number of men
will be at work there in a few days.
There is ore enough out to keep the
smelter going about two weeks.

CLARK- WHITSON-LEITC-

H

MUSICCO.

EL FASO, TEXAS,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. 3.
Buy your dailies, weeklies, periodicals
SOS Railroad Amine.
Hit San Emucimi Si.
and magazines at .Nolan s ews Depot.
Win. Bates was in from Bear valley
last Sunday and returned home Monday. Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
Can refer to many families with whom they have dealt.
Joe. Sheridan, of the Enterprise, went
Tuning of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
up to the territorial capital last Friday.
Write them for catalogue of new style Pianos, Today.
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On the FIRST OF
$ MARCH
.

JunUULI

Q
Y

I

will move my

Stock to the store next
door to the Silver City
National Bank formerly

the Postoffice.
I invite my OLD CUSTOMERS

and the PUBLIC GENERALLY to
call and convince themselves that
this will he the hest place in
Grant County to purchase goods.

AARON SCHÜTZ.
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aried one instead of an office dependent the time for the payment of county and
territorial taxes until that time, but the
upon the fees which may be collected.
of
hill covers all taxes. It will operate to
The bill provides that counties
Taxes Will Not Be Delinquent Until
7,000 or more population, under the last prevent the holding of court in most of
July First.
census, shall he confederal of the first the counties of the territory until after
class, while counties of less population the first of July when taxe3 enough will
T.iiw Summit County
The I'lno Hill U
shall he of the second class. In the first be collected to provide court funds. In
PclVtiteil Other IntereHtliiB Nvn
class the sheriff's annual salary shall be order to provide for the advertisement
from Siintii l'e.
$
and in the second class $2,000, iind sale of property for delinquent taxes
Late on Tuesday afternoon Judge each payable out of the territorial treas- there has been a bill introduced in the
Laughlin, before whom the injunction ury. Each sheriff may have a deputy, house providing for the advertisement
This
case brought against the territorial whose salary in first class counties shall of taxes in October of each year.
in the
auditor and territorial treasurer was be if 100 per month and in the second is intended to remedy the defect
class counties $75 per month, to be paid present law which requires property to
heard, rendered the following decision
sheriffs are paid. Additional duputies be sold in March.
as
This case having come on to be heard
on the bill of complaint of complainant may be appointed, who shall be paid, by
Representative Martin, of Socorro infor an order of the court to enjoin and order of the district court, the statutory troduced a bill which provides for the
restrain the defendant Demetrio 1'erez,
of the otlice of district atas territorial auditor of public accounts, fees, to be paid out of the court fund abolishment
the otlice of county
creating
and
torney
above
The
shall
named
sheriff's
salary
from auditing or. issuing his warrants for
the accounts against the territory of New be his full compensation and all fees attorney. It provides for a county atMexico of any of the employes or ollieers shall go into the court fund, not includ- torney to be elected by the people of
mentioned in the joint resolution No. 5,
the same time as the proand the said RuiusJ. Pulen, us territorial ing, however, commissions on sale of each county ,at
elected,
to take the place of
is
judge
bate
on
property,
foreclosures,
executions,etc
treasurer, from paying any such warThis ollicer shall
rants which might or may be issued by Sheriffs, in a few stipulated cases are to the district attorney.
said territorial auditor of public, ac- receive additional compensation
when hold for two years. The county comcounts, under and by virtue of said joint
an attorney to
resolution No. 5, anil the answer of said they are called out of the county on missioners shall appoint
election.
general
next
county.
the
until
service
in
serve
another
havdefendants thereto; and the same
ing been presented to the court for deAfter the Hinkle school bill had been If there is no properly qualiln;d person
termination on bill and answer on stipu- killed in the council by a vote of 8 to i in the county, the commissioners may
lation by John H. McFie, Esq., solicitor
of the county
for complainant and Edward L. Martlet t, the Ancheta bill came up for considera- select some one outside
discus-siou
district.
judicial
in
same
the
There
was
tion.
considerable
of
of
New
solicitor general
the territory
Mexico, as solicitor for defendants, and
over it hut it passed by a voté of 10
The bill lixes the amxint of salary
after due consideration ot the same hv to 2. The bill provides that the county which shall hi received by the county
the courts, and the court being fully adcommissioners of each county shall an- - attorneys of the various counties, and in
vised in the uremises:
as
nually levy at the same time that other all cases the territory pays one-hais
and
It therefore ordered, adjudged
i i...tiwi
l.tr ti...
tlt.if (Kn um.l i n taxes are levied, a tax of not less than much as the county. The bill fixes the
fendent, Demetrio Perez, as territorial 3 and not exceeding 5 miles on the dol- salary of the county attorney of Grant
auditor of public accounts, be and he
hereby is restrained and enjoined from lar upon the taxable property within county at $:03 to be paid by the county
allowing, auditing or issuing his war- their respective counties and shall certi- and $150 to be paid by the territory.
rants on the territorial treasurer for the fy the same to the tax collector, who In addition to the salary provided for
payment of any ollieers or employes as shall collect the same as other taxes are the county attorney will receive all the
provided for in said joint resolution No.
ii, approved by the governor on the 24th collected and pay the same over to the fees allowed to district attorneys under
day of January, 18!l"; and the said de- county treasurer, to the credit of the the present law.
fendant, Ruin's J. Pulen, as territorial county school funds, and shall he ap
Petitions have been coining in from
treasurer, be, and he hereby is enjoined portioned as now provided bv law, to most of.the insurance agents in the terand restrained from paying out any of the
public moneys now or which may here- gether with all the county school funds, ritory protesting against the passage of
after come into his possession or hands by the county superintendent of schools the 1 inkle insurance bill. They set
of his successor in otlice as such territo- on the lirst Mondays of January, April, forth that all sorts of calamities will
rial treasurer, any warrantor warrants, July and October; provided that nothing happen if the bill should become a law.
which may he issued by the said territorial auditor, or by his successor in oilice in this act contained shall be construed The insurance companies are lighting
as such territorial auditor of public ac- to limit or abridge the power to levy this bill as they have fought every bill
counts under and by authority of said any special tax by any school district in which attempted to regulate the insurjoint resolution No. 5, aforesaid. .
now provided by law.
ance buisness in any of the states.
It is further ordered, adjudged and deA bill has been introduced in the
the legislators at Santa Fe have
creed bv the court, that this order and
decree he in full force and effect, includ- house regulating the pay of the probate deemed it wise to formulate a bill which
ing and from the 28th duv of January, clerks of the various counties of the ter- should, to some extent at least, protect
180"), and that a certified copy of this
ritory in their capacities us
the insured, the insurance companies
order be delivered by the clerk of this
court to each of said defendants herein clerks of the hoards of county commis- have called upon their agents to send in
sioners. The bill provides that clerks petitions against the passage of the bill
named, forthwith, and it is so ordered.
The employes of the two houses have in counties of the first class shall receive and have employed attorneys to defeat
already drawn between $(,000 and $7,000 $1,200 a year; in counties of the second the hill.
class $800 and in counties of the third
d
When the motion was made to take
out of the treasury, or about
of the entire amount which would have class $100.
up the insurance bill it was defeated and
The Pino bill for the ívlief of taxpayers the bill had to come up in regular order.
been drawn during the session had the
passed both .houses over the veto of the Representative Martin, of Socorro, was
injunction not been granted.
The case will not be allowed to rest governor. The vote in the house was 22 in favor of taking the bill up and disposwhere it is, Judge Warren, of Albuquer- to 2, and in the council 11 to 1. This ing of it at once as he said that there
que, having taken it up for further ac- bill extends the time for the payment of was an insurance lobby which seemed to
all taxes of whatever 'description until think that they could control the action
tion.
A hill was introduced which will, if the lirst day of next July. The intent of of the house and he wanted to show
passed, make the oilice of sheriff a sal- - the legislature was probably to extend them and the people of New Mexico
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whom they had confident that if they can secure the pas- or articles manufactured by the prisonsent to Santa Fe were desirous of doing sage of the bill through the house, they ers, not to exceed $10,000.
their duty promptly and fully.
will have no difficulty in getting it
For the pay of territorial officers, an
Although the lobby worked hard and through the council. They have a strong appropriation of $27,600 is provided.
the insurance companies, through their lobby at work and no stone will be left Section 5, chapter 71 is amended by subagents and attorneys,threalened to with- unturned to secure the passage of the stituting $2,000 for $3,200, thus making a
draw from the territory if the bill should bill. A majority of the members of the very considerable cut in the salaries of
become a law, the majority of the mem- house are now pledged against the pas- district clerks.
bers of the house were not terrorized and sage of the bill, but eternal vigilance is
In the miscellaneous fund, a number
the bill passed.
the price of no county division.
of items appear interesting. For the inConsiderable interest was manifested
After all the opposition which the cidental and other expenses of the audiin the Summit county bill which was Albuquerque people were able to bring tor's office, $600 is allowed, while $740 is
reported favorably by the house com- to bear on the capítol bill they could allowed the treasurer's office.
mittee last Wednesday. The majority muster but three votes against the
For similar expenses in the governor's
report was signed by three of the mem- measure when it came to a final vote in and librarian's office, $500 and $100 are
bers of the committee while a minority the council. Albuquerque made a big respectively allowed.
report was presented by the other two bluff when it offered the San Felipe
For the historical society $400 is al:
members. The minority report stated hotel for a capítol building. There is a lowed ; for the expenses of the bureau of
that the financial condition of the. coun- mortgage on the building for an amount immigration, $2,000; for the salary of
ties interested did not warrant a new larger than the price the building could the secretary of the board, $900 ; for recounty and further that a majority of be sold for if it were to be put up at auc- wards to be offered by the governor,
the citizens of the precincts affected did tion. The Albuquerque folks were will- $1,500; for expenses of serving requisinot desire a new county. A motion to ing to give the building and then allow tions and securing the return of fugitives
consider the bill under a suspension of the territory to pay off the mortgage from justice, $500; for St Vincent's hos
the rules was lost by a tie vote.
as pital at Santa Fe, $6,000; for the two
When which would amount to
the bill came up in the regular order much as it will cost to restore the capítol Silver City hospitals, each, $3,000; for
Mr. Martin wanted to postpone action at Santa Fe and the remodeling of the the orphan school at Santa Fe, $5,000;
on the bill indefinitely but that method San Felipe would cost very nearly as for the ladies' relief society at Las Vegas,
of defeating it was not acceptable to much more.
$3,000 ; for the school for the deaf and
To say that there was great rejoicing dumb and blind at Santa Fe, $3,000; to
some of the members but Martin could
see no difference, as far as results were in Santa Fe when the bill for restoring pay bounty for killing wild animals,
concerned, between killing a cat by the capítol was passed would be draw- $2,000; for printing the laws of the preschoking it with butter or strangling it ing it very mildly indeed. The princi- ent legislative assembly, $1,500; for the
with barbed wire. Here a motion to pal oponent of the measure was Walter payment of claims not yet paid or funded,
adjourn was lost by a tie vote and Mar- - (J. Hadley who, although a member of arising between March 1 , 1889, and the
tin called for the previous question the board of regents of the normal school first Monday of March, 1895, the followwhich was lost by a tie vote. The situa- here, is opposing an appropriation for ing is provided, for assessors, $13,000;
tion was becoming interesting when the completion of the building, but he outstanding court certificates, $3,000;
another motion was made to adjourn was able to carry only the votes of coun miscellaneous fund accounts as report
which carried. After a further consid- cilman Galles, of Sierra, and Pedro ed by the last report of the auditor,
eration of the bill it was lost by a vote of l'erea, of Bernalillo, who would also like $9,000; for transporting convicts to the
13 to 10 and it may lie accented as a fact to see the territorial capital somewhere penitentiary and executing death warthat Summit county will not lie created within the limits of Bernalillo county.
rants, $5,000.
Convict labor will be utilized to as
at this session of the legislature. The
The appropriations for the 4wt h fiscal
vote in the house on the question of the great an extent as possible in the restor yenr are practically the same as those
creation of Summit county is taken as ation of the capítol and a large number for the 46th year, there being for the
an indication that the house is unfavor- of brick now on band at the penitentiary 47th year, an allowance of $5,000 for
able to the creation of any new counties will be put into the new building. A casual deficit bond interest.
There shall be levied, during the 46th
at this session of the legislature, but, of large part of the stone which was in the
course, the feeling may be changed liefore walls of the old building will be utilized lucal year for the 47th fiscal year, a tax
and it is believed that the building can of 6 mills on the dollar, ami the same
the end of the session.
The Florida county bill which was in- be restored for the amount named in the tax shall be levied in the 47th year for
troduced in the council early in the ses- bill which is 175,000.
the following fiscal year. Any surplus
The finance bill has been prepared by in any fund shall le first applied to that
sion has been practically abandoned, but
the Florida county people have by no the house committee and is now under fund in which there is a deficit, after
which the surplus shall go to the current
means abandoned the 'new county consideration.
The bill provide for an appropriation expense sinking fund.
scheme. Although the bouse voted to
The following are designated as territake up no more county division bills of $50,360, for interest charges, distributs
Penitentiary refunding torial institutions: The New Mexico
vote, there has ed us follows:
except by a
licen a new county bill prepared which interest fund, $4,860; capítol interest college of agriculture and mechanic arts,
the university of New .Mexico, the New
takes in more of Dona Ana county than fund, f 14,000; current expense interest Mexico school of mines, the New Mexico
' the original Florida county bill did.
It fund, $9,000, provisional indebtedness in insane asylum, the normal schools at
takes the Southern Pacific in to Separ terest fund; $12,000; capítol contingent Silver City and Las Vegas and the miliinstitute at Boswell. For the supand goi'. as far east as Rincón, thus tak interest fund, $3,000; insane asylem tary of
these an annual tax of lló mills
port
ing uImhU the same numlicr of miles of bond interest fund, $1,300; refunding on the dollar shall le levied, to be disrailroad as the council bill providing for bond interest, $6,000.
tributed as follows: To the college of
For penitentiary current expense fund agriculture and mechanic arts, .10 of a
the creation of Florida county.
to the university, .40 of a mill; to
A
great ileal of pressure is being including pay of officers and employes mill:school
of mines, .05 of a mill; to
the
brought to lietlr among the meinltcrs of and maintenance, repairs and incidental each of the normal schools, .10 of a mill;
the house to act favorable on the new expenses, $."0,910. Other outlavs are to to the insane asylum, .60 of a mill; to
bill. The Florida county people arc be paid out of the proceeds of material the militan- institute, .15 of a mill.
two-thir- ds
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CLE VELA XD'S MESSAGE.
In his message to congress last week
President Cleveland admits that the
Carlisle bill was not equal to the financial needs of the country, but he is not
yet willing to admit that the advocates
of the free and unlimited coinage of silver are right.
He wants congress to pass n law authorizing the issue of fifty year gold
bonds for an amount sufficient to take up
the outstanding treasury notes and for
such other purposes as gold may be
needed. In other words he wants to
take up the $340,000,000 of treasury
notes outstanding and pay for them in
gold, which is to l)e obtained from the
sale of interest tearing bonds of the government. The treasury notes now outstanding bear no interest and are not at
all burdensome to the taxpayers of the
country, but the president wants to replace them with interest bearing bonds
so that the people can pay interest on
$:'l(,000,000 more than they are paying
now.
So far Mr. Cleveland has increased the
interest tearing debt of the country
and the great majority of voters
in this country are of the opinion that
this is quite enough for the public debt
to be increased in time of peace. The
bankers are anxious for more bonds as
they will form a basis for national bank
circulation but the masses of the people
prefer to use treasury notes in their bus$100-000,0-

iness transactions rather than pay interest on bonds for the privilege of using
national bank notes.
The president will not te able to get
his latest financial scheme through congress because there are not cuckoos
enough left to cut any figure in legislation at the national capital.
The message was rven less favorably
received than the message which he
sent to congress last December. The bill
which was introduced by Representative
Springer and which embodies the recommendations of the president deserves to
be tenten just as the Carlisle bill was
teaten. The silver men hold the key to

FEBRUARY 6, 1895.

the situation and no bill can be passed no interest shall be charged or collected,
which does not provide for free coinage. but this shall not be considered as relieving the taxpayers from the payment
of any costs or expenses which may have
GOLD EXPORTS.
said taxes,
The heavy withdrawals of gold from accrued, in connection with
thereof,
of the
account
on
the treasury are having their effect on
of the passage of this
date
to
the
prior
the administration.
When President
be sold under
Cleveland sent in his message- at the as- act." No property can
reason that
for
the
advertisment
sembling of the first session of this con- this
in the Enadvertised
of
taxes
the
none
gress he recommended the prompt reprocess
any
collected
by
be
can
terprise
peal of the Sherman law in order to
July.
stop the steady drain oi gold from this of law until after the first on next
nt

country. The gold bugs all joined in
the chorus for repeal and it was finally
brought about by the shameless purchase of votes in congress for patronage.
Instead of checking the flow of gold to
Europe, as was predicted, the gold exports increased largely and last year the
net exports of that metal from this
country amounted to more than
and in order to supply this
gold for the exporters demands it
became necessary to sell $100,000,000
in gold bonds of the United States.
The exports so far this year have
largely exceeded the exports of any previous January and the president, last
week, indicated that in the future he
might not be so hostile to silver as he has
teen in the past. The financial sages of
the east have been prescribing the
wrong remedy and some of them are beginning to see that they were wrong.but
the change has been brought about at a
pretty late day for any relief to te had
at this session of congress. There yet
remain less than four weeks of the pre
sent congress ana in tliat tune it can
hardly be expected that any financial
legislation can be passed unless a most
extraordinary condition of affairs should
present itself whereby the memters of
both parties in congress could get together and agree upon some bill which
would relieve the situation.
There are not enough free coinage
democrats in congress to pass a free coinage bill without the support of all the
free coinage republicans and such a combination can hardly te expected in view
of the fact that the republicans will be
in control of the next house of representatives, meanwhile we may expect the
continued exportation of our gold.
0,

Tub defeat of the Hinkle bill will allow
the schools in the towns of the territory to
continue in session for some months longer than they could have been kept open
had the bill passed. The law which
went into effect on the first of January
d
of
gives the country districts
the licenses collected in the towns and
this law ought to te fairly tested tefore
any new law is passed in reference to the
distribution of school funds.
one-thir-

Cleveland's latest financial scheme
stripped of all unnecessary verbiage is
simply this : Allow the people to pay
$15,000,000 a year in interest to give the
national banks the privilege of issuing
notes in place of the treasury notes now
outstanding. The treasury notes are
good enough for most people and nobody wants to pay anything, much less
$15,000,000 a year for 50 years, in order
to get a change.
days in
Thehb yet remain twenty-on- e
which this congress can pass a bill for
the admission of New Mexico, but it is
needless to say that congress will not
pass such a bill within the next twenty-on- e
days, nor within the next three
years. New Mexico will not cast her
electoral vote for the next president.
House: Bill No. 50 is entitled "An act
Prohibiting the Construction of Reservoirs in the Territory of New Mexico,
and for Other Purposes." The next
thing we may expect is a bill regulating
the movements of 'the sun, moon and
stars.

Mas. Dominih, better known as
of the Hawaiian
the
islands, was arrested last month for comThe publication of a dozen columns plicity in the incipient revolution in
of delinquent taxes in the Enterprise of
Hawaii. The Dole government means
last Friday may tend to mislead some of to have Lil in safe keeping.
the taxpayers of this county who find
their names in the list, but there is a
AV. C. Hadley is opposed to an approlaw in effect, ami it was in effect at the priation to complete the normal school
time the list was published, which ex- building here. He is one of the teard
tends the time for the payment of all of regents, but no one down this way
taxes until the first of next July. The would shed any tears if he should resign.
law is as follows: "The time for the
payment of taxes of any description now
Residents of New Mexico who said
due and unpaid is hereby extended until during .the last campaign that there
the first day of July, A. D. 1895, and were no politics in statehood are now
upon all such taxes which may te paid beginning to see that they might have
on or tefore said first day of July, 1895, teen mistaken.
Lilli-nokal-
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and national banks to save the gold re
Cleveland could defend the gold
serve.
reserve today by simply enforcing existing laws. He could refuse gold and pay
silver for every dollar which today drains
basket.
of gold. But he dethe
Old gloky continues to wave over an
clares that to refuse gold when demandundivided garrison at Fort Bayard. Our
ed would be to shake confidence in the
Indian protectors will not take up their
government, which would in its turn
tents and move to Santa Fe this winter.
mean crash and commercial chaos.
says Cleveland, let, us have
Therefore
Tub senate of the United States stands
bonds,
take
up these greenbacks and all
solidly for silver. There is no danger of
these other threats to a gold reserve and
Cleveland's scheme being adopted unless
issue national bank notes. What differ
he. can abolish the senate.
ence would it commercially mase
gold for
Wakd McAi,uhtbr is dead and New whether the government refuses
notes
bank
national
coming
York's four hundred can go into mourn- these
or. refuse it today for greenbacks?
ing.
As a fact, no crash would occur, no cat
OH, FOR, AND BY GOLD.
aclysm happen in either case. But Cleve
land offerers no substitute in his scheme
Cleveland CiiHtH Aside Ills MiiKCiierude of
which will do away with any danger just
ItinietnlllHin.
now baring its teeth. Instead of Umds
message
and
his
in
sent
has
Cleveland
offered his money bill in the halls of with subsequent national bank notes,
Both measure and message why not issue greenbacks at once? What
congress.
can be read with profit. Cleveland pro statesmanship is it which pays private
Cait. IIyuno, alias O'Connor, the
poses a system of finance of gold, for individuals 3 per cent.on its own nioney,
great and only spelling reformer in New
gold and by gold, He has cast aside his a money, too, which wouldn't be worth
Mexico, has suddenly faded away and
a splinter if the government bonds
masquerade of "bimetallism" and
the places which knew him, now know
of
in the yellow colors
the incor wasn't beneath and behind it all? What
him no more. In a moment of forgetful-nes- s
rigible goldbug he is. He demands gold, fashion of statecraft is it which takes
he albwed his visage tocóme with
of
bonds, and national banks. These latter hundreds of millions of the property
in range of the vision of one of his old
needlessly
from
it
exempt
and
rich
the
institutions are to be practically without
acquaintances from Missouri, as was
limit and endowed with an issue with taxation, leaving the burden to the poor?
staled in these columns last week and
out frontiers. That is the practical 'Popular bonds," indeed! The banks
his old acquaaintance went home anil
effect. Both bill and message are the will have them all and intend to have
told the story to a newspaper man. The
children of bank suggestion the acts of them all in six months. Popular small
destory caught t lie eye of one of Uncle
the banks through Cleveland. August denomination bonds! Popular small
Samuel's deputy marshals and he came
is
to
phrase
a
Belmont and Henry Cannon, one repre nomination claptrap! that
d
out lo New Mexico to escort Capt.
fool
people
with.
the
Beating the Bothchilds, the other the
back home where he was known as more modern
But the best thing about Cleveland's
nioney of New York, did
John O'Connor, hut John had faded
is that it won't go through. It
scheme
in
Washington
in
week
in
last
not put
awav like an iridescent dream.
the run on the gold
will
so
accelerate
vain. Pass this bill and the country
break
and
that toy a bit sooner.
reserve
and its commerce are helpless at the
A miikkai. appropriation ought to lx?
all signs fail, is going
unless
The
country
footstool of banks. Not once, but a
made for the insane asylum at Las
by
the laws of man.but the
score of times; not last week, but a year to silver, not
Vegas. There is some opposition to it in
is real, not artificial.
Silver
of
laws
tlod.
and more ago, it was told and retold in
the legislature, but the mcmlicrs who
fighting
a fact, not a
been
Cleveland
has
these dispatches that the wholesoul puroppose such an appropriat ion are committo last in his
first
From
of
fancy
man.
to
of
to
finance
bring
Cleveland was
pose
ting iMilitical suicide. The confinement gold monometallism and turn over the hopeful struggle for gold, and gold alone,
confronted
of insane persons in the county jails of
entire paper nioney issue of the country a condition, not a theory, has
the territory is a disgrace to civilization to the national banks. Todav Cleveland him and he. has never been profound
and the people of New Mexico are civil- furnishes the proof of it all in his mes enough to find it out. With his nose
ized enough to turn down anybody who
towards gold he
sage and his bill. Pass the bill, issue pointed
opuses an appropriation to provide the bonds, found and extend the banks couldn't see that the resistless currents
proper quarters for the insane of the and the youngest baby in the land will of trade logic and commercial necessity
him backwards to silver.
territory.
never live to meet that dav when he will were carrying
a great man he would
Cleveland
were
If
Every
Si ncr the bill providing for the pay- escape the slavery of the banks.
only dullards
current;
swim
the
with
ment of taxes was passed over the veto American will be a thrall to money, a
lie would
inevitable.
with
the
struggle
the
slave
to
last gasp
of the governor, some of the legislators gold serf, a bank
instead
himself
save
and
silver
embrace
have been investigating the finances of of his life. His hopes, his home, his of
against
death
to
helpless
dashed
being
the counties and now they regret that fortune, his family, his whole existence
it. He would realize that money means
they voted to pass the bill over the veto will be held in the hollow of the bank's
"measure," that there is not more in a
for
well
provide
might
as
One
hand.
the governor.
"gold dollar" or a "silver dollar" than
the banks' baptism of infants. Their in there is in a "beef dollar," or a "sugar
Ax attempt is Wing made to get a bill struction of youth and the burial service dollar," and that at the end and the last
passed raising the commission of collec- changed to consist with the facts, shoul after everything has been said, sung,
thought, dreamed, and done, everything
tors for collecting taxes to five per cent. read : "The banks have given ; the banks is a commodity and nothing but a comThe last legislature passed a law reduc-- 1 liave taken away ; blessed be the name modity and never will lie anything hula
commodity; not by the whim of man, but
imr the commission from live per cent, of the banks.'
Cleveland demands gold bonds, gold the decree' of (iod. Chicago Times.
and that law should remain in force.

The vexed capítol question has been
settled at last and Santa Fe will, in all
probability, remain the capital of
New Mexico for all time to come.
There never has been any real
opposition to the rebuilding of the
capítol at Santa Fe except on the
part of some of the people of Albuquerque, but Santa Fe needed to be kept on
the anxious seat in reference to the rebuilding of the edifice which Santa Fe
men neglected to keep insured. Had
the building been kept insured as it
ought to have been there would have
been no necessity for another appropriation or the issue of more bonds. To say
the least the custodians of the capitol
were guilty of inexcusable carelessness,
through which the people of the entire
territory were made to suffer a heavy
loss, but the scare the Santa Feans have
had will suffice to keep them awake to
their own interest einough in the future
to see that no such calamity occurs in
the future.

The present session of the legislature
is half gone and there have been but
few bills passed, some of which might
bettei have been thrown in the waste

ry

Hy-lan-
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COMMISSIONER'S

to people who have claims against the

MEETING.

Sunday School Concert.
A concert was given at the Methodist

county this year to know that they can
Important Action of the Itonrd of County get the cash instead of having to wait an church last Sunday evening under
CommlHHioiiors Yesterday.
the direction of the pastor. The church
The board of county commissioners indefinite period for their pay.
of was crowded and the service was one of
first
to
Claims
outstanding
the
prior
met last Monday afternoon, and, after
ever held there. Following is
some regular routine business, adjourned January will be paid as the delinquent the best
come in. These claims amount to the programme.
taxes
until yesterday morning at 9 o'clock.
a large sum but if the delinquent taxes 1. Instrumental voluntary by the
The full board was present.
orchestra.
At the session yesterday morning Dis- could all be collected every claim now
Salutation by the pastor.
could be
outstanding
against
county
the
trict Attorney Harllee filed his opinion
3. Invocation.
paid.
as to the manner in which the taxes of
The Gloria, by choir, congregation
IT MIGHT HAVE BEEN.
last year collected on account of the curorchertra.
and
rent expense fund should be used. This
by the pastor.
Prayer
A
In
Hlghty
Parts,
Interesting
Serial
Two
opinion was asked for by the lward at
6. Responsive scripture service: (23rd
its last meeting.
Part I.
Psalm.)
The commissioners have been using
Florida county is a fact. All h 1 7. Anthem, "Shepherd - of Israel"
the funds collected and turned over by can't prevent it. Editorial in Deniing
(Hymn) by the choir, supported by
the collector into the current expense Headlight, Tuesday, January 28, 1895.
the orchestra.
fund to pay claims against the county in
II.
Part
8. Recitation, "My White Rose," by
the order of their allowance, although
Sa.vta Fk, 5 p. m. At three o'clock
Miss Pearl Childers.
the question as to the legality of such acAnthem, "The God of Israel," (Rostion had been raised a number of times tins anernoon the House ueciueu Dy a
vote of 12 to 10 on A. L. Christy's motion
choir and orchestra.
sini,)
within the past three years.
not
10. Speech by Edmondson Link.
take
or
to
up
consider
any
more
The laws of 1889 provide that taxes
county bills this session, except by a 11. Recitation, "Dolly and I," by Mary
levied in any year for the payment of
by a
vote.
Whitehill.
the current expenses of a county shall be
1 lie action was cinched by the same 12.
Interlude bv the
Instrumental
used in paying the current expense of
vote. Double leaded Santa Fe special in
orchestra.
tlie year following. This law was passed
the Deniing Headlight, Friday, February 13. Recitation, "Dasies," by Josie
in order to provide a fund for the pay1, 1895.
AVelty.
ment of the current expenses of the difI I.
Recitation, "Little by Little.", by
ferent counties of the territory, and in
AY. F. Lorenz was out driving last
Dean
Alexander.
order to provide funds for the year 1889 Sunday with his
mother and as they 15. Pilgrim Chorus, "From afar Grathe various counties were permitted to were coming down
cious God," (Verdi), by the choir and
the hill on the other
orchestra.
issue current expense bonds. Grant side of Central the strap which held the
16. Song, "Fly Away Pretty Moth," by
county issued and sold $27,000 in these neck yoke broke, letting
tlie tongue
Deane Clayton.
bonds and the taxes of 1889 were down. Tlie
horses became frightened 17. Recitation, "Dollars and Dimes,"
applied to the current expenses of and ran about 200
by Harold Link.
yards, smashing the
the year 1890, but it was soon found rig
18. Song, "A Wonderful House have
up generally. Mrs. Lorenz had
I," by Gussie Rodgers.
that the current expenses of the coun- wrist sprained and was bruised consider19. Recitation, "The liurial of Moses,"
ty amounted to more than the taxes ably. She was
taken to the residence of
bv Miss Pearl Dotson.
collected for that purpose and the conse- Mrs. Murray
at Central where Mr. Lo 20. Grand Chorus,"Strike the Cymbal"
quence was that the county ran behind. renz and his
mother remained overnight, 21.(Pucitta,)choir and orchestra.
Recitation, "A Little Pilgrim," by
The commissioners applied the taxes Mr. Lorenz brought the rig
in Monday
Bella Gaddis.
as collected to the claims against the
morning nut Mrs. Lorenz remained at 22. Male Chorus "Only Remembered,"
county as they accrued and has-- been Central.
by Messrs. Wallace, Laisure, Fitch,
doing so until now. District Attorney
and Oakes.
PulillHlicm
Regular Subscription Prices 23.Marriott
Congregational singing, Hymn No.
Harllee advised the board that the
on Leading Dailies are as follows per
567, choir, congregation and orchestra.
law was perfectly plain on the subject
24. Closing prayer for the children.
:
and that the board had no right to ap- month
85c, 25. Benediction.
St. Louis Daily Globe Democrat
ply the taxes levied last year for curEssie Abraham, Maude
Orchestra:
St. Louis Daily Republic
6
Knuckev, Lillian Clayton, Earnest
rent expenses of this year to anything
St. Louis Daily Post Dispatch
40c
Oakes, J. M. Wallace, Oliver Laizure,
but the current expenses of this year
A. E. Elliott, AV. S Fitch.
San rrancisco Daily Chronicle
65e.
to
and an order
that effect was drawn
Choir: Mrs. C. AV. Marriott, Dee Moore,
San Francisco Daily Examiner
65c
up and adopted.
Addie Clayton, Gertrude Scott, Miss
Loa Angeles Daily Times
85c,
Perry, Pearl Childers, C. AV. Marriott,
About $3,000 are now in the current
We can also save you aliout twenty
M. AVallace.
J.
expense fund of this county which will
five per cent, on all magazine periodicals
be paid out on claims arising this year
The New Mexico board of pharmacy
Nolan's,
will meet at Santa Fe next Monday.
against the county. Under the law in and weekly papers.
Opposite Fostollice.
AV. C. Porterfeld, of this city, is secreeffect prior to the first of this year this
tary of the board.
amount would have paid the current exCurd of Thanks.
The infant child of Mr. and Mrs. C.
penses of the county about two months,
The Sisters of St. Joseph's hospital H. Fox, of Pinos Altos died last Monbut as the expense of feeding the prison- tender their sincere thanks to
was buried h!re yesterday.
Mr. Aaron day and
ers in the county jail, which is the great- Schutz for his generous donation of fiftv
FLEMING CATTLE CO.
est, item of county expense, is but
dollars, and also to all those who have
of the amount allowed before the given their votes for same institution,
Range :
Fleming and
Mrs. Creseencia 15. Watts, wife of A
new law went into effect, it is thought
vicinity.
that the amount on hand will run the K. W atts died in this city yesterday
morning, aged 45 years. The funeral
county about four months, meanwhile will take place at the residence at 2
Postoflice :
taxes wiil Ik- coming in and the fund o'clock this afternoon. Mrs. Watts had
Silver City,
N. M.
will le replenished.
a paralytic stroke last Thursday after-- I
It will be a great source of satisfaction noon from which she never rallied.
two-thir-

e

25-t- f.

one-thir-

-

d'
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FREE TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS.
The Eaiii.k for a year's subscription will

1'KliIiU A II Y ti. 1895.

FOR

SWE

presented with

In- -

CUT

a copy of

the World Almanac.
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THE LADIES!

PAPER PATTERNS.

Tin- Republic supplies lis lady renders with
cut paper patterns of all kinds for ladles,
girls, boys and men. All (if seasonable,
of the latest styles, and at a cost of

s.

THE
AHD ENCYCLOPEDIA

ONLY 10c EACH.

FOR 18 SB,

The Best Reference Book Printed.
A Volume of over 500 pages
It Treats 1,400 topics
Endorsed by STATESMEN,
EDUCATORS

.

Elsewhere tliey cost from '.'.' to til cents.
Designs of new garments arc published every week In The Republic, with an order blank
for the patterns.
Thousands of ladles In every State have
purchased these pat terns during I he past year
and never a complaint.
They are Invaluable and you can save on
these patterns alone every year many times
I he price of the paper.
Subscribe at ou'ce for

THE

and

STUDENTS everywhere.

Has Reached Such a State of Perfection That it is a Veritable
Encyclopedia of Facts, Statistics and Events Brought Down
to January First, 1895.
1895 volume is a whole library
itself.
One can hardly think
it
answer. It tells
cannot
of a question

THE
mm

all about party platforms, election statistics, the new tarilT, religions of the
earth, population everywhere, state and
government statistics, occupations of
men, foreign matters, literature, science
It is . . .
and education.

AMERICA'S STANDARD YEAR BOOK.

PRIHE.
--

7

postpaid by mail,

-

TYVICE-A-WEE-

25 CENTS.

Address THE WORLD, New York City.

REPUBLIC

K

ONLY

11.00 A YK.tlt.

will be sent.
"
THE
1'ltEE I'OliONIO YEA I! toany person sending
before Mar.'h 1. a clubof three NEW yearly
to pay for the same.
subscribers, with
package of Sample Copies
If you want
write for them.
Address all orders
Til K KEITH UC.
"TWICE-A-WEEK-

SI. I.otds. Mo.
ASTElt'S SALE.
A CEUTA IN DEC ItEE.
made by the District Court of the Third
ludlclal District, of the Territory of New
Mexico In and for the Coiintv of (Irani, the
í.'nd day of October A. D. snt. in that, certain
cause in which Martin Muher ami John
were the comiiliiinanls and William
McAllister and E. C. T. Warren were the respondents, it, was. among other things,
judged and decreed by t lie said Court,
should
that in event the said respondents
fail to pay
by the tenth day of January. I
the said complainant John McMilleii the indebtedness found by said decree to be due
him. being the sum of three hundred and
I hi it v seven
dollars and thirty six cents wit h
interest thereon at the rale of six per cent,
per annum from the tenth day of July. WC.
together with the indeble Iness found by said
SPECIAL

M

W'llEUKAS.

I!V

decree to

due said complainant. Martin

lie

Malier. being the sum of one hundred and
lit'lv dollars with Interest thereon at the rate
of six per cent, per minimi from said tenth
day of July, Isill; together with the costs.
charges anil allowances of said suit. I lie said
premises liereina Iter mentioned siiouhi oe
sold for the purpose of satisfying said Indebtedness, costs and allowances.
And whereas, the undersigned sberitV of
said count v of tira nt was. by said decree, appointed a special master of said Court to execute said sale of said premises In event of
such failure on the part of said respondents
to make saiil payments us aforesaid: and
whereas, said respondents have wholly fulled
to pay said indebtedness costs, charges and
allowances or any portion thereof and the
time specilled In said decree wherein I lie
Is now past :
same should be.. paid.
.1 ........ l.,l
I
.1
..n
.Miw. inereiore, i, i lie iiimei ime-i.
master, under and by virtue of said decree
give
f.
hereby
notice
e tliei
and in pursii
that on Tuesday the nineteenth day of February A. D. Hll'i. at the hour of eleven o'clock
a. in." of saiil (lav at, the front door of I he
court house in the town of Silver City,
I
and,1 Territory of New Mexico.
1., ..,,1,1 in. Id I lie
..'.in ...II ..i
' . -- bill- llel'. for cash in hand, the following described
real estate ami premises situate In the county of (Irani and Territory of New Mexico a nd
inore iiarticulurly described us follows, sit-to
wit : That certain live stump gold mill
uate on lots numbered four and six In block
east, iu the town of
numbered tweiilv-liv- e,
Central, according to the olllcial plat,
and survey of said town by James T. Heed,
l'or a more particular description of said
premises reference Is made to Hook Ss of
Deeds at pages :úi and SI (ranl County It
ords. Deed or deeds will he duly executed
and delivered bv suid special master to the
purchaser or pii reliaseis of said premises.

...

KM Mogollons
Murphey's Passenger,Expressand Mail Line.
Stage Leaves Silver City at 8 a. 111. every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday for Mogollón and intermediate points.
& Co's. express
All passengers and express must go to Weils, Fargo
oflice from which place the' stage starts.

W.

M.

Murphey.

IIAYI.DK SHANNON.

A. II. ll.Mll.l.KK.

Solicitor forl'omplalnanl.

Special Master.
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CATS

EYES.

Their Normal Form Is the Same as the
Iluman Eye.
The pupil of a cat's eye ordinarly appears as a long, narrow oval, or a
straight, vertical black line. The animal seems to be looking through mere
slits in the iris of its eye, especially
when it faces the light. In
the pupil widens into a beautiful
oval. One is accustomed to regard the
narrowness of the pupil as the distinguishing peculiarity of the eyes of cats.
All animals of the cat family share this
peculiarity.
And yet, according to the results of a
scientific investigation of cats' eyes recently made in England by Lindsay
Johnson, the natural shape of their
pupils is circular.
Uy varying the quantity of light entering the eyes he has seen the pupils of
cats and tigers change from straight
lines to perfect circles, and while under the influence of atropine, which
suspenda for a time the muscular control of the eye, they are always circular.
The normal form of the cat's pupil is,
then, the same as that of the human
pupil, but when submitted to the influence of light its behavior differs. In a
bright light our pupils become very
small circles, while those of a cat turn
into ovals or narrow slits. The general
eiFect is the same in either case namely, to diminish the quantity of light
passing into the eye.
Curiously enough, in the larger
of the cat tribe, such as tigers, the
pupil sometimes behaves exactly like a
human eye, and when brightly illuminated contracts into a minute circle instead of becoming linear. In the ease
of domestic cats the older the animal
the more frequently docs the pupil of
the eye assume a circular form.
semL-dark-ne-

FEBRUARY
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broidered wrap of dark goods. Under
this there was a delicate white flannel
covering worked with silk thread.
IJoth were of extent enough to go
around the dog twice. She adjusted
its wraps carefully, so that not even
the tip of its tail was exposed, and
made out into the storm regardless of
her own unprotected face, ears and
hands and insufliciently protected
body. It was all right, her darling
was safe.
THE DUKE AND THE TOAD.
A New

and Interesting Story of the
mous Wellington.

Fa-

1895.

SILVER'S CHAMPION.
THE

ROCKY MOUNTAIN
KntHlillHhed

NEWS

1850.

TERMS OF SUBSRIPTION.
(IN ADVANCE.)
DAILY.
Ono year, by mull
Six months by mull

$7.50

Three months by mull
,
Ono month by mull
Sunday edition, (1(1 pages,) your
Dully Editions Include the Sunday.

3.75
1.00
65

Napoleon was worshiped and feared,
$2.50
but men loved and adored the iron
duke. Of the former, how few are the
WEEKLY.
kindly human traits recorded!
of
Ono
year,
by
In ad vaneo
mull,
$1.00
the other, to this day fresh proofs keep
Sample copies of either edition on
coining to light of simple sweetness
dwelling long in the minds of men.
The following 'anecdote concerning a
letter lately exhumed may serve as one The News Is the only consistent champion
instance out of a thousand illustrating of silver In the west, and should bo In every
the sympathetic nature of the great homo In the west, and In tho hands of every
commander. The letter, says a recent miner und business man In New Mexico.
writer, was in some such terms as Send In your subscriptions ut once.
these:
All communications must ljc addressed to
"Field marshal the duke of WellingNews
Printing Co., Denver, Colo.
ton begs to inform William Harris that
his toad is alive and well."
It seems that the duke, in the course
of a country stroll, had come upon a
little boy weeping bitterly over a toad.
A strange trio they must have been
the lean, keen-eye- d
old soldier, the
flubhed, sobbing boy, and between
them the wrinkled reptile squatting,
with tearful eyes and throbbing sides.
The boy wept because he was going to
school next day; he had come daily to
feed his toad; the little heart was
racked with grief because he feared his
darling would be neglected when he
was gone and might starve. The duke's
heart was as soft as the boy's, for he
undertook to see that the toad was
KEPT HER DARLING WARM.
looked after, and the letter above
Touching Scene In a Chicago Drug Store quoted is one of the subsequent
During a lillzzurd.
As far as herself was concerned she
A Royal Article or Apparel.
held the storm lightly. She had on a
From
time immemorial ermine has
little jacket not longer than a reefer.
Her eyes were unprotected, and bar- been one of the favorite articles of royring a pair of kid gloves her hands were alty and dignity. The state robe of the
uncovered. It was iu a drug store on judge was originally lined with ermine.
the north side, says the Chicago Trib- This is emblematical of purity and
une, when she came in evidence. There honor without a stain. The kings and
will buy the greatest healing
was a crowd inside the door waiting for emperors of old were almost always When a trifle
Invention of the day? Dr.Nanden's Electric
a car. She was out of sight behind a portrayed witli garments of. ermine, or Kelt la a complete body
battery tor
and guaranteed, or money
big showcase using the telephone. Aft- with lining to their wrappings made of
will
exquisite
this
cure
refunded.
It
fur.
without medicine
some
For
years it
er ordering "oilcloth for a room three
Kheumatlsni, Lumbago, Nctatlra, l.amo
has
been
less
in
demand,
although
why
three-fourtHack, Kidney and Liver 4 ompliilnlN,
and
yards wide by four
is so it would be difficult to im- Nervous Debility, WeaknesN,
I.oNNes,
yards long, and having forgotten to this
agine, for certainly nothing in the way Drains and all effects ol early indiscre
or excess. To weak men It 1m the
ring off, the waiting messengers heard of
fur is half as beautiful and drcssv. tlon
greatest possible boon, as the mild,
her say:
The ermine is a small animal, found in soothing electric current In applied
"And was my sweet darling cold? It
to the nerve renters and improveextremely northerly latitudes. It turns direct
ments are felt from the Unit hour used.
is too bad, dear; no matter, we will
slightly brown in summer, but in win- A pocket edition of the celebrated electrosoon be home."
is white, except the tip of the tail, medical work,
"Tough weather for a baby to be ter
is of a jet black. One of the
of Men,"
out," thought the car waiters in cho- which
rus. Then she appeared around the distinguishing marks of ermine is a Illustrated, is Rent free, sealed, by
mail upon
slightly yellowish tinge on the sides of application. Every
middle-age- d
showcase and put a bundle on the cigar
the body and the white part of the or old man sufferingyoung.
slightest
the
weakness
stand. From the folds of the enveloptail. It is said to be impossible to im- should read it. It will show an easy, sure
ing wraps was poked the nose of as
way
speedy
and
to
regain
strength
and
itate this, ami it therefore adds to the health when everything else
has failed.
thoroughly an unattractive dog as ever
value
of
genuine
fur.
the
The
skin
is
took a prize for ugliness in a bench
The SANDEN ELECTRIC CO.,
No. 926 Sixteenth tit Denver, Col.
show. The outer covering of the ani- very small, from one hundred and fifty
to two hundred skins, and sometimes Also New Tork, Chicago Jtc London, Eng.
mal was a heavily quilted and em
more, being used in a single garment. Largest
Concern in the World!
aui-ma- ls

HAGO,

SCIATICA,

LAME BACK,

DEBILITY, Etc.

WHY BE SICK

"Three Classes

Electro-Medic-
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SOME BIG COUNTIES.
California Has One lllgger Than
EaHtern States Put Together,
East of the Rocky mountains

Four

there

LEGEND.

The Queer Penalty Imponed by Satan on
the Piper 1 uiiiily.
I will repeat one of the many legends
told me by a charming Swedish lady
about the family of Count Piper, the
n
minister of her country to
the court of St. James, says a writer in
the National Review. Ouce upon a
time the head of this house was bored
to death in his splendid castle, and he
well-know-

yawned his thousandth yawn and said:
'I would I had even the devil to play
cards with me,'- and at the word Satan
himself appeared in the guise of a gentleman, in which Shelley ulso knew
him. Oddly enough the devil lost his
moncv. and having none in Ins pockets,
for reasons best known to himself, he
-

G,

offered the count, in full quittance of
all claims, an apparently golden chain,
remarking incidently that whenever
that chain was lost or injured the cas-tlof the Pipers would infallibly be
burned.
This unusual announcement aroused
the winner's suspicions, and, happenhe being to look under the card-tablheld the cloven hoof. Instantly he
sprang to the wall to reach down his
sword, for swords in those days, the
date of which I cannot exactly give,
were always ready to the hand. But
the devil was gone and the chain alone
remained. On examination it proved
to be long and thin, with innumerable
little links, such a chain as old gentlemen used to wear around their necks
for watch chains not long ago. An
assay discovered the metal to be something other than gold, but could by no
means determine what it actually was.
An accidental injury to one of the
links, however, caused by the hammer
of the goldsmith, cost the count a wing
of his castle, and a second injury and a
temporary loss of the chain having resulted in a second and in a third fire,
it at once became apparent that the
devil would keep his word. Each successive head of the Piper family has
worn that chain around his neck from
the day of his accession to the day of
his death.

1895.

o

are only twelve counties in the United
States containing more than 5,000
square miles. Not one of these is irt
New York state, the largest county of
which, St. Lawrence, covers only 2,900
square miles. One of the twelve is
Aroostook, the forest county of northern Maine, between New Brunswick
and the St. Lawrence. Another is
Dade county, Fla., which includes the
everglades of Florida along the Atlantic coast, and has an area of 5,000
square miles and a total population of
less than 000. Cherry county, Neb., in
the extreme northeast of the state,
with the Snake river dividing it in half,
Three
has an area of 5,0(58 miles.
northern counties of Minnesota lying
south 1 Manitoba and west of Lake
Superior, Beltrami. Itasca and St.
Louis, have respectively 5,040, 5,430
and 5,800 square miles. The last county includes the important city of Da
luth, but the first has a population of
only 300 and the second only of 750,
The population of Duluth is 35,000.'
Two counties of Idaho Bingham,
containing the lava fields, and Idaho,
south of the Nez Perces' reservation-cont- ain
more than 10,000 square miles
each. Two counties in Texas, Pecos
and El l'aso, have more than 5,000
square miles. Pecos, which is in the
extreme west of the state, on the Rio
Grande, has 0,700. El Paso, which adjoins it on the Rio Grande, has 0,730.
One county of Colorado, Arapaho, has
an area of 5. 220 square miles, but it is
still more notable from the fact that it
has a population of 150,000, including
Routt county, in
the city of Denver.
the same state, has an area of 0,000
square miles. On the Pacific slope
counties, like trees and fruits, are of
gigantic size. Six counties of Oregon,
three counties of Washington, seven
counties of Nevada and seven counties of. California have more than 5,000
square miles. The largest of all in the
United States is the county of San Bernardino, to the east of Los Angeles.
Its area is nearly 21,000 square miles,
nearly half the size of New York state,
and 5,000 miles larger than New Jersey, Delaware, Connecticut and Rhode
Island combined.
A SWEDISH
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MIGRATING TARANTULAS.
How the Monstrous Spiders Move In
Bodies Over the Country.
An old military friend of mine told
me not long since that in the summer

of 1859 he and a companion were trav
eling before day one morning, to escape the terrible heat of the later
hours along the bank of the Gila river,
on the Arizona side, writes Rev. J. D,
Oillilan, in the Christian Advocate,
Jogging along and chatting as they
went, or listening to a distant
of some drowsy sand owl, their
horses suddenly snorted and stopped
short, and endeavored to turn about.
They brought their guns into position
and peered into the dissolving dark'
ness, expecting to see some "varmint'
or skulking Indian, but nothing apThey urged their
peared in view.
horses, but not a step did or would
they budge, except in the wrong way
when their eyes lighted upon a long
zone or
black, flat, serpentine-lookin- g
ribbon stretching as far as the eye
could reach in either direction and di
rectlv across their path, tine of them
dismounted, and upon reeomioitering
found it to be nothing more nor low
than a mighty multitude of silent, soft
footed, marching tarantulas, migralm;
somewhere, they could not tell where,
Their animals could not leap over
the in. and would not tro tlironirn. so
there was but one alternative, if they
did not care to stay there, and that
was to return about two miles to where
thev had just broken camp.
Coming again later in the day they
found the host had passed by, but had
left in their wake thousands that had
been killed by a little enemy that follows them a binall bird that stabs the
monster spider to death wherever
found.

m

1ÜU EAGLE
For

1895.
We want

The Eagle to be read

during the coming year by every
amily in Grant county. It will
continue to be the best, neatest and
newsiest local paper published in
New Mexico.
It will advocate
democratic principles and oppose
all rings, cliques and combinations
of whatever character.

Jhc

tfatjlc

an eye open to all the
interests of the taxpayers of the
county, every one of whom will
find it to his interest to take The
will keep

Eagle.
In order to enable every person
in Grant county to judge of the
character of the paper,

from now
25 cents.

until April

we

will send

1, 1895,

for

Send in your subscription and that of your neighbor.
Address
The
'

tfafllc,
Silver City, X. M.
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ROMANCE OF THE MOUNTAINS.
locality there are one or more persons
who have from ten to fifty geese that The Story of a fugitivo I'lralo and the
sportsman's service, either by
UisanpearuncH of His Duuulitnr.
Live Birds That Lead Their Kind are at the
hire or purchase. The "goose yards,"
Seventy ycarb ago, says the Pittsto Death.
where these decoy geese are raised and burgh Dispatch, there came to the
trained, are familiar portions of the county named from Jlaswichusetts a
A Novel and Effective Way of Capturing
premises of the Hyde county native. young man named James Hour, ton of
Wild Fowl dreat Ciround for
The trained wild geese know when u prominent citizen of lioston, eduSportonion in North
they are going hunting as well as a cated at one of the leading eastern
Carolina.
bird dog or a deer hound. They are colleges. Beyond this nothing could
taken from the yard to the hunting be learned of his life, lie secured
If there is another place within any ground sometimes in a coop and some- work as a day laborer at the old Wharkind of accessible distance from New time:; in a bag with holes cut in it, out ton furnace. Everything about this
York where the. sportsman can find of which they stick their heads. The stranger bespoke the gentleman of
more abundant and varied use for his momont a hunter appears at a yard to culture. This fact, added to the mys(,"nii than along the reedy shores of liiiv or buy an outfit of decoy geese the tery of his life, led to the conclusion
i lyde county,
North Carolina, on the i'owls become excited and set up a that he had left Massachusetts for reamany iuland lakes and in the dense
cackling. The number the hun- sons which he did not care to divulge.
woods in that country, I would like to ter wants being selected, the coop or One day as he was handling a large
know where it is, said an enthusiastic bag U produced. The geese scamper piece of metal it fell and broke his
and traveled sportsman, according to to creep in and then become quiet. leg. lie wa& taken to the homo of
the New York Sun. As soon as the When the spot where the decoys are to I'enjamin lironson.
Bronson had a
rigors of the northern winter set in, be set is reached the hunter or his at- daughter named Jennie, a typical
as country girl. When Hoar was taken
wild swan, wild geese and wild ducks tendant cuts from the marsh-bottocunvasbacks, mallards, redheads and nany pieces of sod us there are geese to her home her spare time was dei.ll the choice varieties begin to drop 1 lie used.
These pieces of sod are voted to the care of the new arrival.
down in thousands in the Hyde county ibout u foot square. Each one is sunk After the patient was able to be about
and adjacent waters, and for months ,ix inches beneath the surface of the his attentions to Jennie became ap.ieliglit the gunner by their persistent iv.iter and secured there by driving a parent, and a quiet country wedding
presence.
stake through it into the sand. To followed. They took up their abode
Especially do those waters seem to this stake a goose is fastened by a strap in a little log house about a mile east
e an attraction for wild geese, which around its leg, the decoy standing on of Dunbar. A household of children
i.re the smartest, wiliest and most sus- - the sod. This gives it the appearance came to their fireside. Jumes Hoar
piciousof all the wild fowl that eon-- , of resting and floating on the surface, had become a typical woodsman, and
regate down there. Even in spite of as if it hud alighted there, and the many stories of his prowess as an aththeir numbers, and with the novel and skillful distribution of geese in a group lete are still told. The tranquillity
effective way geese are hunted on the in this way gives an appearance of nat- of the little mountain home was
ilyde county waters, a man mustn't go( uralness which the best artilicial de- broken by the appearance of a souththere with the idea that all he has to coys cannot approach, no mutter how ern planter named Le Clair. He was
do is to squat in his blind, blaze awayj expertly they may be placed or ma- accompanied by his wife, and together
;;nd gather in his game, for if he does nipulated.
they .'.ecurcd quarters at Hoar's cabin.
he will ba disappointed. The novelty
After his geese are all placed the The latter Had a daughter. Le Clair
i:i wild goose hunting in that locality hunter takes his station behind 'the pretended to
have become enamored
i.i the use of live decoys, the actual thick growtli of reeds.
It is a mani- of the
d
mountain girl. The
training of wild geese to lure as cap- festation of the wonderful keenness of secret of his pretended love was kept
tives their free kind to destruction. ' a wild goose's hearing that long before from his wife, and when the Le Clairs
Years ago, so many that no one can re-- ( even the trained ear of the professional left she disappeared. What became of
member the time, some Ilyde county fowl hunter has detected the cries of her is still a mystery, and it in behunter wounded a wild goose, captured an approaching flock of geese, the de- lieved that she was kidnaped by the
it and took it home alive. It recovered coys have heard them, and, becoming Le Clairs und taken south. The brokenand begun to lay eggs. After it had suddenly alert, begin to send back re- hearted mother never recovered from
laid a couple of dozen or so of eggs the sponsive honks. lly and by a faint V- - the loss, and from that time life for
cose wanted to set, and they set her. shaped line comes into sight against her was one long sorrow. James Hoar
í
he hatched out a big brood of goslings the sky, that unmistakable figure of a died at the age of eighty-threIt is
Mid they were genuine wild ones. llock of geese in flight. In many in- now known that his connection with
Then the owner of this brood of wild stances the hidden hunter would see some of the Cupe Cod piratea drove
goslings got the idea that when the this line keep high in unwavering pro- him into this mountain exile. He was
young geese were large enough lie cession towurd distant resting and u cousin of Senator Hear, of Massamight utilize them as decoys for wild feeding grounds but for the presence chusetts. Jennie Hoar made a liveligeese, lie gave his idea a trial. The of his honking decoys. The sound of hood after the death of her husband
lvsult proved that it was a great idea, their cries and the sight of them clus- by selling roots and herbs.
and ever since then the raising and tered on the water rarely fail to cause
training of wild geese to be used in a flock to drop lower, circle back and EXPERIMENTS WITH TADPOLES.
inakiiiir the goose hunt more successful finally plump into the water for invesextraordinary Iteming of a German
has been a regular industry on that tigation.
Operation.
part of the North Carolina coast.
I'm Id tor Their Joke.
Dr. Horn, of Itresluu, has experiThe bottom of Pamlico sound, along
While a Howdoin college professor mented on the embryos and tadpoles
sand, und
the shores, is of snow-whit- e
in it arc the nutritive roots of the was holding a recitation, some mis- of frogs, with reference to the subject
plants on which the wild geese feed. chievous students induced a hand-- i of regeneration ci part:, with some
rgan mini to come up the hall near striking results. For example, says
The shores themselves are vast tangles
and play "Sweet Marie,'-th- the New York Independent, he by acThe r"eds are very he class-rooof reedy marsh.
all
boys
joining
in the chorus. The cident partly cut oil the tail of a tadto
not
have
tall and the hunter does
shooting. professor immediately came out, hut in pole so that it hung by the skin; in
l
build his blind for
r
hours the gap was tilled
le simply makes a space in the reeds, hand, and passed it to everyone of the twenty-fouiu.
He
generstudents,
them
exhorting
be
then cut u portion of the tail
to
with
close to the water, and lies there,
Hie natural surrounding growth of ous. Taking the money collected, he olí, and found on putting it on again
and then that it grew together.
reeds us his ambuscade. When the gave it to the
1 le has
cut pieces olí from one part
goose hunter goes out to lie in wait for told him, in Italian, to leave. Then he
his game he takes with him us many of returned to his recitation, leaving the of the body and spliced them on to
to realize that they were the another individual; at first he spliced
his leco3T geese as he wants to use. students
Wri;r two pnrt". of the raine t?.d?ole.
The e are easily obtained, for in every real victims of the joke.

DECOY tiEESE.

t

1

ftiir-huire-

e.

Sclon-tlKt'-

1

wild-fow-

1

organ-grinde-

r,

H
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He then cut a number of tadpoles into
two and let the two yarts grow together again. Encouraged by bin success in these plastic operations he took
the anterior half of the body of one
tadpole and applied it to the posterior
half of another tadpole, and the two
parts grew together again. Then he
took the two anterior halves of two
tadpoles, making
a double-ende- d
creature, which lived a little while.
lie also took a minute larva and
grafted the anterior half of one to the
tail end of another; aiso the dor.;;.!
half of one tadpole of the one genus
was made to grow to che ventral h:'.lf
of the tadpole of the other genus, lie
then sliced off e"ough of the ventral
surface of two tadpoles to make a
double-taileanimal. Finally lie cut
oft' the ventral surfaces of liuuibinator
and a frog and applying the freshly
cut ventral surface to each other produced a double monstrosity which
lived for several days.
d
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DASHING COUNTESS.

A

She Jumps

Her Home Over

Dining

Tttlile.

late sensation in Paris was the rea novel bet made between two
leading lights of the fashionable jockey
club 'n that city. It came about in this
way. During a dinner given in honor
of the winner of the grand autumn
races, the guests begun to tell stories
of iiae horsemanship. An elderly officer present aid thut he thought the
young men of the generation did not
ri.le so well as they did in the good old
lays. This led toan animated dispute.
hieh ended by Max Lebaudy offering
1
bet that he knew a lady rider that
c ml do anything with a horse thai
any man of this or any other generation had done.
The oi l oilicer accepted the bet, stip
ulating Unit the lady should ride her
h or e into the banquet hall, and take a
iA i.e; leap over the table without
or touching the wine bottles,
;! ;vit or anything else on the table.
Nobody dreamed that the bet would
be accepted.
It was done, however, and next even
ing, when the same party was gathered
around the festive board, the event
took place. The world famous
von Yahlburg,mounted
Arabian
on her favorite
horse, and attired in the regular riding habit, suddenly appeared in the
With a cheery
door of the dining-roo"Good evening, gentlemen," she gave
the spur to her animal, and, before the
thoroughly surprised and amazed diners had time to collect their thoughts,
she had been carried over the table
in the most graceful and approved
fashion by her spirited horse. Not
even the filled wine glasses were jarred,
and Max won his bet, and the crowd
did homage to and toasted the dashing
equestrienne.
A

sult of

1

i

STRANGE
I'rooilnent

EASTERN CUSTOMS.
Men nf Indht Who Pa

inter

into

OlMU'iirity.

Some five or six years ago the son of
the late rajah of Tanjore. a man of
some forty or fifty years of age. and.
of course, the chief native pcn.onr.'fe
in that part of India, made up his mind
to become a devotee. He one day told
his friends he was going on a railway
journey, sent off his servants and carriages from the palace to the station,
saying he would follow, gave them the
slip, and has never been heard of since.
His friends went to the man who was

known to have been acting ashis guru,
who simply told them: "You will
never Unci him." Supposing the G. O.
M. or the prince of Wales were to retire like this -- how odd it would win!
To illustrate this subject, says a London Times writer, I may tell the st ry
of Tilleinathan Swam, who was the
teacher of the guru, whose acquaintance I am referring to in this chapter.
Tilleinathan was a wealthy shipowner
of high family. In 1Ü.V) he devoted
himself to religious exercises till l'i.V,
when he became "emancipated." After
his attainment he felt sick of the world
and so he wound up his affairs, div.ded
all his goods and money among relatives and dependants, and went off
stark naked into the woods. His
mother and sisters were grieved and
repeatedly pursued him, offering to
surrender all to him if he would only
return. At last he simply refu:.ed to
answer their importunities and they
desisted. He appeared in Tanjore after
that in 1S.V7. ls.V.l, 18n4 and 1ST;', but has
not bren seen since, lie is supposed to
be living somewhere in the western

(hunts.
The I li'M oí Me.
The Field of Lies was the battle
fought by Louis the Good Naturod
against his throe sons. The unfortunate inonareU was i'oserted by his own
army; he was twice shut up in u
cloister, twice compelled to do public

penance and twice released to pacify
the quarrels of his family, lie finally
died in a campaign against his own son
Louis.

full-blood-

THE DOMINICAL LETTER.
Learned Lore on the Chronology of Cycle!
.
AbHtrimely Set Forth.
Take clown your 1804 almanac and

after wading through eclipse tables,
rules for finding the greatest elongation of polaris, table of ember clays,
etc., you will find a double column of
four lines each entitled "Chronological
Cycles," says an exelfhnge. The first
thing in that table is this; "(1) Dominical or Sunday letter, ()." That tells
you very little, to be sure, but it is
really something valuable in the way
of keeping track of chronology, providing you know how to use it. Finding the dominical letter will enable
one to tell what clay of the week any
given date in the year is; and, further,
the dominical letter being known for
any one year, can be found for any
other by simply remembering that an
weeks and
ordinary year has fifty-twone day; a leap year fifty-tw- o
weeks
and two days.
The rule is that the letter which falls
against the first Sunday in January
falls against every Sunday in that year,
unless it be a leap year, in which case
there are always two dominical letters. The whole problem reverts to a
To
simple calculation in arithmetic.
o

15

ihe number of the year add
of itself (neglecting fractions) and
divide the same by seven, then, for the
nineteenth century, subtract the remainder from eight, or if it is 0, from
one, and the new remainder will indicate the place of the dominical letter
in the alphabet.
For the eighteenth century subtract
from seven; for the seventeenth, and
on back to ltü, the year the Gregorian
calendar was adopted, subtract from
six, or if the remainder be six, from
thirteen. For dates previous to l.VCí
subtract from three, or if the remainder be three, from ten. liut the dominical letter thus obtained for a leap
ve:tr belongs only to the time follow-- i
ig February 2!, and for the previous
two months it will be for the succeed
ing letter in the alphabet. This new
remainder is also the date of the first
Sunday in January for that year.
The same date in February will fall
on Wednesday; in March on Wednesday; in April on Saturday, etc.; as may
I).1
seen from the fact that the first
l.iy: of the twelve mouths have
to them in the calendar the in-- i
iih of the words: "At Dover dwells
L'crge Drown, Esquire. Good Christopher Finch and David Friar."
Take this as a sample example; The
day of the week upon which New York
was incorporated. June 1:.', ltiiSii, is thus
found: l(ii.r added to 4 Hi,
of itself, divided by seven, equals 2i7,
with a remainder of two; and it being
i:i the seventeenth century, six minus
two equals four, which shows that the
d. mimical letter for that year was the
iW.rth in the alphabet, or 1). Then, as
une begins with E, June 1, liiii.l, was
Monday, and June V! wasa Friday.
one-quart-

an-v:c-

one-quart-

I

Ducho and l'urrot.
The duchess of liuekinghamshire's
elligy stands in Westminster abbey,
magnificently dressed in the splendid
brocaded gown she wore at the coronation of George II.. just as for many
ears it stood by the great tomb of her
husband. With her is her little son
(who died at the age of three), quaintly
clothed in a long red coat reaching to
his heels. Next to her is the beautiful
Mary, duchess of Richmond, known as
"La 'nolle Stuart." her figure dressed
in the very robe her grace wore at
the coronation of Queen Anne." She is
a
said to have sat for the figure of
on the coins issued in bii5. Her
faithful parrot, who lived with her for
upwards of forty years and who died of
.:TÍef a few days after the death of his
i.ii. tress, occupies a porch in the same
caí e and enjoys the privilege of a resting place in Westminster, the only one
of his race so honored.
lirit-tanni-

Took It for a Sample.
As liurton. the comedian, was traveling on a steamboat clown the Hudson,
he seated him: i If at the table and
cr.lled for some beefsteak. The waiter
furnished him with a small strip of the

Tticlo, such as travelers are usually
iiff with. Taking it upon his fork
and turning it over and examining it
with one of his peculiar serious looks,
the comedian coolly remarked: "Yes,
that's k: hrh'r mo some."

put
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PROFESSIONAL

Otllcliil

CARDS.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

-

Will practico In all tho courts of tlio territory. Criminal law u specialty. Olllco
cornor Texas and Sprint; si roots.
NEW M1CXIC0.
SILVKlt C1TV
TAMES S. FIFXDEK,

0

ATTUUXEY AT LAW,
Ofllco over Silver City National Hank,
SILVER CITY
N.

If
II.

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
N

M

II. HAHM.F.E.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

SILVER CITY

N. M.

1011N M. GINN.

J

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Will practico In all 1 lio Courts of tliu

SILVER CITY.

THE SUN.

Territory.
-

Miller,

I.oi'lciii

Thomas Smith,
N. (!. Collier,
A. A. Freeman.
N. It. Lnughiin,

)

The

first of American Newspapers,

CHARLES A. DANA, Editor.

Associates

L.W.Lenoir, Clerk Third Judicial District
('liarles F. Easloy,
Surveyor General
U. S. Collector
Charles M. Shannon,
U.S. District Attorney
J. H. Ileinmlngway,
Edward L. Hall,
U.S. Marshal
11. W. Loomis,
Do1ttv U.S. Marshal
.1. W. Fleming.
U. S. Coal Mine Inspector
J. II Walker. Santa Fo Register Land Olllco
l'edro Delgado, Santa Fo Rec'v'r Land Olllco
John D. Hryan, LasCruces Reg'r Land Olllco
,T. 1'. Ascarato, Las
Cruces, Rec'v'r L'd Olllco
Reg'r Land Olllco
Richard Young, Roswell
W. (. Cosgrove, Roswell,
Rec'v'r Land olllco
W. W. Itoylo, Clayton,
Reg'r Land Olllco
II. C. I'icUels, Clayton,
Rec'v'r Land Olllco

Tho American Constitution, tho American

Idea, tho American Spirit. Those first, last,
and till tho time, forever.
Dally, by mall

Sua

year

Dally and Sunday, by mall

$8

a

year

The Weekly

$1

a

year

TKItlllTOUIAI..

-

-

Delégate to Congress
Governor
Secretary
Chief Justice

Anthony Joseph,
W. T. Thornton,

A. B. l ull,

M.

L. 1'ICKETT,

SlLVEU CITY,

A.

Directory.

FKDEKAIj.

I A. ANCHETA.

eJ
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N. M.

J. P. Victory,
Solicitor General
J. II. Crist, Santa Fo.
District attorney
S. H. Newcomb, LasCruces,
"
"
V. 1'IIYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
W. II. Wlilleinan, Alb'nue,
"
"
Olllco at Halley's dniK Storo. Rooms at A. II. llarllee. Sliver
"
"
City,
Dr. Ilalloy's residence.
"
"
II. M. Daughertv, Socorro,
ia the greatest Sunday Newspaper
"
SILVER CITY
"
n. M L. C. Fort, Las Vegas,
"
Eddy,
"
John Franklin,
Jose Segura.
Librarian
in the world.
SECRET SOCIETIES.
II. S. Clancy,
Clerk Supreme Court
1) A.M.
E. II, Hergmnnii. Superintendent reiiltontlaiy
JU Silver City Chapter. No. 2, at Masonic (en. W. Kiiaeliul,
Adjutant. General Price 5c. a copy. By mail, $2 a year.
Hall. Regular convocations on 3(1 Wednes- 1!. J. hilen.
Treasurer
day evening of each month. All companions Demetrio I'ere.,
Auditor
Address THE SIN, New York.
Invited to attend.
E. CostiitovE, 11. 1. Amado Chavez,
of Schools
Suit.
I'bhky H. Lady, Soc'y.
M.S. Hart,
Coal Oil Inspector

ft

A

l

...

T. IMIILLII'S,

l'.&A.

The Sunday Sun

M.

Silver City Lodge, No. 8. Moots at MasonCOI'IIT OF Pitt VATE LAND CLAIMS.
The
City
over Silver City Nut'l Hank, tho
1 hursday evening on or before the fall moon
Joseph
R.
Rood,
Chief
of
Iowa.
Justice.
each month. All visiting brothers Invited to
Associate,! list Ices Wilbur Stone, of Coattend.
U. IJknsktt, W. M.
lorado; Thomas C. Fuller of North Carolina;
1'khiiy H. Lady, Soc'y.
William M. Murray, of Tennessee; Henry C.
Sluss. of Kansas,
E. S.
Matt G. Reynolds,
of Missouri, United
Silver CU V ('hunter X. 1 O. V. S Mm.tu
Drives in PRY GOODS
every ist aim ,ki Tuesday In each month at States Attorjioy,
CLOTHING!
.Masonic Hall. Mils. E. C. T. Waiikkn, V. M.
Special I'argain.s in LADIES',
.Mus. Nki.i.y It. Lady, Soc'y.

Silver

ic Hall,

TEN CENT STORE.

0

COl'NTY.

R. V. Newsham,
X. A. Rolloh,
E. M. Young,

T (). O.K.

Probate Judge

It Jas L. Rldgely Eitcani)mont No. 1. meets
tho I and 4th Wednesdays of each month.
Huylor Shannon,
isillng pittrliirclis cordially Invited.
A. E. Atkins. C. I'. A. It. Laird.
T. X. Ohlhlers,
J. J. Kkm.y. Scrllio.
O. O. I'.
J . Isaac TllTany Lodge. No.

Treasurer

I'rolmte Clerk
Sherltr
Collector
Assessor
Surveyor
Commissioner
Commissioner
Commlssiouer
Scliool Superintendent

(!. R. Itrown.

13.

moots

at

S. S.

Odd

A.J.Clark.

follows' Hull. Itauk building, Saturday ev- Thomas Foster
enings. Members of the order cordially In- It. T. Link,
vited to attend.
Jnkm."X. ti.
W.M.

('ASHMAN. Soc'y.

CITY

T O. O.
t Helen

1

Lodge. Xo. 7, Reliekah Hogroo
i
Meetings second and fourth I'rlday nights In
each month, at, hall of I. S. Tillany'Lodgo Xo.
Vi. Rank building.
Mhs.M.A.Ciii'i.iikhs.X.U.
Miss I'kaiii, Hotson. Soc'y

J. W. Fleming,
J.W. Carter.
C. L.

I',
K . or ......
o.l

.I..I.SIIKI1IDAN, K. R

A

a

s.

,), ...

Vt

iiitk

G. X. Wood,

R. L. I'owel.

(J

1st

E. M, Young, Roe.

M. K. White.

FtltK

HKPAHTMK.NT.

A.Skelly
t'litff
St. (ieorge Robinson
Assistant Chief
Silver City Post Olllrp.
C. C. Whltelilll
Foreman. I. It. Hose Co.
oniee open dally except Sunday from 8 a. nt Stove riilu
Foremnn. J. W. V. Hose Co
to 7 p. m.
. I. Loron
Foreman. Hook and LadderCo
Open Sundays from II to 11:40 a. in., and one
hour after arrival of railway mail.
TÜPEKA & SANTA FE
Money order department open dally except ATCHISON,
Ft AILROAD
TIME TABLE.
Sundays from Ha. m. toll p. in.
Mall closes for I'ort Itavard, Central.
r.
In Effect Aurjiist 13. 18ÜV
Ueorgotown and all railroad imiIiiIs dalHun-ove-

and Fridays.
Mall ehtses for I'lnos Altos dully except
Sundays at 4:15 p. in.
Mall arrives from tho east, west mid south
dally at 4 p. in.
Mall arrives from Mogollón and Intermediate points at 7 a. m., Wednesdays, Fridays
and Sundays.
Mall arrives from I'lnos Altos daily except
Sundays at ll:!M a. tn.
L. A. SKKI.I.Y, l'OSTMASTKlt

No.

Xo.

KIHI.

Arrives.

DKSTINATION.

4:00 p. m.

Silver City
Doming

12:40

"
"

11:1.'.

a. in.

1:1(1

10:40
8:(C
ti::.H

"
"

a. in.

Leave.

Nutt

Rincón
Las Cruces
El Ruso

John

J. SMITH,

L.

General Repair Shop.
Guns and Revolvers
Promptly Repaired.

Bicycles,

E, E, GANDARA,

L.

ly attl:4ll a. in.
Mall closes for Mogollón and all Intermediate points at 8 u. in., Mondays, Wednesdays

B. BORENSTEN.

Win. Itrahm,

Jas. Gil lei t,
Goo. I). Jones,

Martin Mahor

Tnosdny of each
conllally Invited.
C L. Canti.ky. M. F.
3d

GENTS' and CHILDREN'S
SHOES.
AIho a full line of GLASSWARE nnrl CROCKERY.
Wo sell everything CHEAP
FOR CASH.

Kates Reasonable.
Ilroadway, opposite Broadway Hotel.

COl'NCII.MKN.

o. u. w.

Moots on the
and
Jt
month. Follow workmen

Clerk
Attorney
Marshal

Cuntley,

IIOAItn OF KIHICATION.

,..... 1
1. ,
1.1. T
.....1 mu
.M.T.-iri ucMiiiv ingots or eaen
.i nun
inont h. at Odd Fellow's Hall. Visit ing Knights
"iviieu.

Mayor

Treasurer

Win. F. I.otvnz,
Frank Wright,,

and

805.

Departs.
10:10 a. in.
12:40 p. in.
12:50 a. m.
1:40 p. m.

3:20
ii:(W

(OLI) AND SILVERSMITH.
Jewelry Made to Order Repairing
Neatly Done.
PRICES REDUCED.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Vanlilo St. Silver City, N.

M.

Wm. F. Lorenz,
FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT
INSURANCE.
XoTAltY l'l'llMC.

'

"

7:40 n. m.
A rrl ves.
II. Ml'iiou. Agent.

Olllco at
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
Tost-onie- e,

